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From Meadow to Prairie - by Nate Simons
It may be the curse of an ecological restorationist. The seasonal changes that occur in
early spring reveal something interesting to the trained eye. Early April brings on the
green. Now I love the color green…might be my favorite color. It reminds me of summer.
It reminds me of life in all its fullness and richness and abundance. But to the restorer of
native landscapes, green this time of year generally means that it does not belong here.
Almost all that is green this time of year…green lawn and pasture grasses, most
evergreens, spruce, pines, and fir, emerging green leaves of bush honeysuckle, multiflora
rose, privet, and autumn olive…was brought to northeast Indiana from elsewhere. 

Lawn and pasture grasses were brought by our pioneer forefathers from northern Europe.
Evergreens (except for our native red cedar) come to us from further north or west. And
the woody brush species were imported into our country from all around the globe as
garden or landscape plants or as wildlife attractors. No, the color that settlers to Steuben
County recognized in late snowless winters and early spring was…tawny. 

And so, on this Saturday afternoon following an overnight snowfall (which followed an
earlier than usual spring green-up), I was driving about noticing the greenery that stuck
out like a sore thumb against the white backdrop. Most of the snow had melted by the
time I pulled into the driveway of ACRES Land Trust’s Wing Haven Nature Preserve. I
snapped a couple of pictures of the prairie restoration and was reminded of the story the
photo captures. 

Helen and Ben Swenson
owned the land that is now
the preserve. The Swenson’s
tried a bit of agriculture as
had the previous owners.
The two fields on either side
of the preserve’s entrance
drive were tilled and planted
to corn and wheat…maybe
beans and oats in the 1940’s
and 1950’s. Later the fields
were converted to pasture
for Helen’s horse. By the
time the property was
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bequeathed to ACRES, the
two pastures had become
meadows. 

Now meadows harken back to England and Germany from whence the word originated
[Old English mǣdwe, oblique case of mǣd (see mead), from the Germanic base of mow].
Meadows are basically fields or pastures with no trees. Meadows in Europe and meadows
in Steuben County look the same because they have the same plant species. Cool-season
grasses like orchard grass, Kentucky bluegrass (funny name, I know), Timothy, and
fescues plus European flowers like Queen Anne’s lace and dandelion and plantain are
indicative of meadows native to England. Pioneer farmers imported these species when
they brought with them agricultural practices of Europe. 

Fred and Jackie Wooley were Wing Haven’s first caretakers (ca. 1983-2001). Fred set out
to plant a small prairie in the west meadow. He hand-collected some big bluestem,
butterfly milkweed, yellow coneflower, and prairie dock seeds from along a small prairie
remnant along the railroad tracks near the then Dairy Queen location in Angola. He grew
those seeds into little prairie plant plugs. And in 1991, he had a very small area of the
cool-season meadow plowed and disked. He planted those plugs, tended them and
watered them. And for the next four seasons he expanded the little prairie planting until
it reached about a tenth of an acre in size. Then each spring he set fire to the little
prairie garden. 

Fred asked me to help him burn the little prairie the spring of 2000. In the spring of
2001, we decided to burn the whole field because the multiflora rose had grown so thick
in the meadow. Aimee and I became the new caretakers of Wing Haven that same spring
and Blue Heron Ministries continued with the stewardship of the field. 

In the early days of Blue Heron Ministries, we cleaned and stored hand-collected prairie
seed in the barn at Wing Haven. Each spring after we set fire to the meadow, we would
scatter the chaff and any leftover seed on the blackened soil. We started burning both old
fields. The annual fires suppressed the growth of the brush and the cool-season grasses
and meadow flowers and at the same time favored the germination, growth, and
establishment of the warm-season prairie grasses and forbs. And as the prairie plants
matured, the plants set seed. Autumn winds blew the seed eastward. The seed settled
into the declining cool-season grass turf, and when the turf grasses burned, the prairie
seed germinated. The prairie advanced and the meadow declined. 

Twenty-five years after Fred planted the first prairie plugs and 15 years after annually
burning the meadows, nary a Euro-Asian plant can be found. The only visible green this
time of year is the mowed lawn along the driveway, the mowed path along the perimeter
of the field, and the patch of lawn under the sign. The overwhelming color of the field is
tawny. One could say it is a prairie now…at least that is what our pioneer forefathers and
land surveyors called our indigenous grasslands. 

But wait! Prairie… [late 18th century: from French, from Old French praerie, from Latin
pratum ‘meadow’]. Maybe it still is a meadow!

Interrelationality - by Peg Zeis
“If we are children of God, we have a tremendous treasure in nature and will realize that
it is holy and sacred. We will see God reaching out to us in every wind that blows, every
sunrise and sunset, every cloud in the sky, every flower that blooms, and every leaf that
fades.” 
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I read the powerful quote of Oswald Chambers as it appeared in my journal, that book in
which I record the exciting (and few that aren’t that exciting) daily thoughts and events
in my life. It immediately made my thoughts turn to Blue Heron Ministries and the many
friends with whom I share the wonder of God’s glorious creation. So, as in the past, I
emailed Nate the quote and, as best I recall, a similar comment as stated here. So don’t
email your thoughts to Nate if you don’t want to be asked to expound on them in a
Rustling Grass article!

As a youngster I felt drawn to nature and early wrote a song expressing my love for …the
rock terrain, the fields and plains, the sunshine bright, and every moonlit night…. But it
was a love of nature, a pleasure to be seen and enjoyed. It was probably twenty-five
years later at my little farm house in Ohio as I rounded the corner one evening to fill the
birdfeeders that I heard the hungry call of a White-breasted nuthatch and said aloud “I
know your creator.” That was the first time that I recall a feeling of interrelationality, to
borrow a term I heard some years later at a workshop at Merry Lea Environmental
Center, and came to realize that I am not just watching the creation, I am in the
creation. I am a creature related to, dependent upon, and sustained by the same loving,
living God. He is in me, in all that He created, and is the One who ties it all together. 

So what is it that makes Blue
Heron Ministries come to mind
upon reading a statement as
this by Chambers? I feel it safe
to say that as we perform
volunteer service and enjoy our
fellowship together there isn’t
one of us who are not mindful
of the creator’s gifts to us. We
gather seed in the autumn, put
it to plug pots in late winter,
and in the spring we yield the
now-growing plants to the earth
where they will be sustained
and their seed returned to the
earth to continue the process. The same God of the miracle of the tiny seeds courses
through our awareness and unifies us as we share His gift. There are many wonderful
reasons to care for our environment – establishing a healthy balance in the world in
which we live, preserving what we have for generations who follow, etc. All good. But, as
Blue Heron Ministries volunteers, our reasons seem to extend beyond; our efforts are
because we are part of this creation. We, as children of God, are blessed to see Him and
to realize that that which we care for is sacred and holy, of God, by God, and for God. We
are united through the creator to Himself, to one another, and to all of creation. 

Romans 1:19,20 (as written in The Message) “By taking a long and thoughtful look at
what God has created, people have always been able to see what their eyes as such can’t
see: eternal power, for instance, and the mystery of his divine being”.

The Cool Season - by Benjamin Aberle
Lakes Country witnessed an early warm-up this year, followed by a miserable April
gloom. These fickle early Spring days have revealed a landscape that clashes. Green
pastures and brown prairies. Bush honeysuckle buds break while trees wait. Showy
ornamentals decorated our Easter gatherings while everything else, well, looked dead. 
Its like nobody is putting on their shoes at the same time. When is it really time to go? 

I do know the difference between
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the cool season and the warm
season.  But clearly our cool season
is dominated by species that were
introduced here to shake off
winter’s shackles as soon as
possible.  Pasture grasses provided
early feed and… well, who wouldn’t
want large, beautiful, early-
blooming flowers anyway?   

Perhaps we could learn lessons
from the plants that evolved here. 
Plants that were created for this
place. That, dare I say, know
better.  I can’t help but wonder
what a native cool season might
have looked like.  When hardwoods
waited for the right moment and
burst forth with unity.  When tiny
spring ephemerals were the
ornamentals.  When fires blackened
the fields. 

In my work as a steward of creation
I often wonder about what belongs

in the kingdom of God. Will the new Earth be an integrated land where the living
creatures are more synchronized?  Or will there still be lawns, fencerows, and pastures
too?  What about invasive species?  Will there still be seasons?  Ultimately, I am thankful
for the promise of a mysterious new home where the Lord’s glory will bring peace to a
land no longer in conflict with itself.

Tree Time! - by Fred Wooley 
One aspect of Blue Heron Ministries land stewardship work is managing conservation
reserve program (CRP) acreage for landowners. The CRP program is a federal
government initiative to encourage landowners to convert land, mostly former
agricultural land, back to a more original, natural landscape that supports native plants
and wildlife. It is a practice that conserves water and soil and provides habitat. 

The CRP program requires some
management of the lands and that
could include planting of prairie and
forest species, as well as prescribed
burning. This spring, BHM has been
active with both planting of trees
and prescribed fire on CRP ground. 

Two such farms in opposite corners
of Steuben County received March
burns and March and April tree
plantings. On one property, we
planted slightly over 1,800
bare-root stock trees from the State
of Indiana Division of Forestry
nursery, and on the other about
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900 trees. 

As with any practice, success lies in both the preparation and the planting process. On
both parcels, lanes between rows of trees had to be mowed to facilitate both planting and
maintaining the young saplings taking hold. 

To facilitate planting, a gas-powered auger was rented
to drill holes into which new trees were placed. Not all
is mechanical and noisy; the author’s preferred tool of
choice is a narrow and deep spade which sliced the
loamy soil with a spring song and allowed me to enjoy
the sounds of passing cranes and active sparrows. 

With wet conditions in recent weeks and very wet soils
we were often able to plant trees and let Mother
Nature take care of the first watering. When water was
needed, we gave each new tree a good drink from our
ATV powered water tank. 

Did I say adequate, timely rain?... How about
adequate, timely snow! On two occasions, surprise
snow squalls pelted planters to our great amusement.
At one point the snow was so driven and forceful with
nearly white-out conditions, fellow worker, Rita Smith,
just looked at me and started laughing! 

On one farm, I worked alone on a very snowy April 2 and had a complete mixed bag of
weather. First clouds, then snow!  …enough snow, in fact, that I had to walk the rows to
search for holes as the snow covered the soil piles.  Then sun. The snow melted. Then
more snow, driving snow, sleet, and ground covered again, then a sunny haze…  It was
wild.  I’m sure passing motorists thought I was crazy out there in the field with a spade
and a five gallon bucket of tree seedlings in driving snow.

The snow was wet and very
sticky. I felt like a dog!  My pants
were a little long with ragged
hems.  Where bits of shredded
cuffs hit the ground they
accumulated wet snow and ice. 
As the snow fell and stuck I
developed snow and ice chunks
the size of baseballs and hockey
pucks. It became cumbersome to
walk. I was like a dog with ice
balls on its paws. So annoying!  
I could not reach down and pull
them off, they were frozen
stuck.  Stomping them off did
not work!  I can see now why a
dog drops to its side and chews
around its paws.  Frustrated, I
would have nearly done the same, but I can’t reach my boots with my mouth.  When it
warmed, I could kick them off.  It made me laugh eventually.  

When all was said and done, we planted black, red, scarlet, shingle, and swamp white
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oaks, black walnut, cherry, tulip, white pine, and a few assorted species from the IDNR
wildlife packet. Now, we wait and watch them grow. The landowners take it from here. 

If you are a landowner or tree enthusiast, possibly you are doing the same this April! It is
tree time indeed.   

Here are some quotes on such and I hope I have them attributed to the proper sources:   

“The best time to plant a tree was 50 years ago… the second best time is today” –
National Arbor Day Foundation   

“Blessed is he who plants a tree, knowing that he will never sit under its shade” –
Roger Woodcock, Pokagon CCC veteran and good friend   

“The best time to plant a tree is on a rainy day.”  Ron Farnham, former Pokagon
State Park employee and self-employed landscaper   

“The best time to plant a tree is on a rainy day… or a snowy day….”  Blue Heron
Ministries

Upcoming Events

Wildflower Hike at La Tierra
Join us at La Tierra Sanctuary on
Saturday, May 14th at 10AM as we
explore what the late spring
ephemerals are doing. It will be
interesting to see the impact that the
spring weather has on the woodland
plants we generally see this time of
year.

Bring the whole family - children seem
to enjoy this activity. You may be
wishing for a walking pole, wildflower
guide, hiking boots, a camera, and
even some binoculars in the event an
unusual bird appears. 

La Tierra is located on the west side of CR 1000 E, just South of SR 120, in Steuben
County.

Mission Statement
The mission of Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is to build communities where creation is kept and to keep
creation so that community may be restored.

Blue Heron Ministries, Inc. is a nonprofit organization and a ministry of the Presbyterian Chapel of the
Lakes, a 501(c)(3) organization. 

Because the Presbyterian Chapel of the Lakes is located in the heart of lake country, environmental
stewardship, education, and advocacy is a significant part of our Christian witness.  Acting upon our faith
that relationships may be restored and experience substantial healing in an imperfect world, we offer the
following four initiatives as tools of reconciliation:
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